adrenaline noun **BIOLOGY**
a chemical produced by your adrenal glands that makes your heart beat faster and gives you more energy when you are frightened, excited, or angry

cooperative adjective ★
1 cooperative people are willing to do what you ask them
2 only before noun done by people or organizations working together
3 only before noun a cooperative business or other organization is owned by the people who work in it who also share the profits

**cooperatively** adverb

cooperation noun ★★
a situation in which people or organizations work together to achieve a result that will benefit all of them

dice verb
**PHRASE:** dice with death
to risk being killed by doing something very dangerous

exhilarate verb
to make someone feel extremely happy, excited, and full of energy
exhilaration noun

**extreme sport** noun [countable/uncountable]
a sport or activity that is exciting and dangerous, for example BUNGEE JUMPING, WHITE-WATER RAFTING, or SNOWBOARDING

inaccessible adjective
difficult or impossible to reach

junkie noun **INFORMAL**
**OFTEN HUMOROUS** used about someone who likes doing something very much and who does it a lot

kick noun ★★★
**INFORMAL** a feeling of excitement or pleasure

trampoline noun
a piece of equipment consisting of a metal frame with a strong material stretched across it that you can jump up and down on for exercise or as a sport